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We have here some account of the mode
• to be remov. December, the Secretary of War speaks of iimmediate appropriation is therefore obvi
that ££ fewer Indians remain
of
conducting
affairs in Florida il (i sc den*
were the expenditures it in these words :
(ous.”
ed.” Now, what
i
fary infantry” “ directed to remain at their
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,
Now, sir, from these extracts, it is obvi usual places of abode,and expected to engage
i( This pay is now due; and as the troops
for removals last vear? The Commission.•
.re-". _______
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
er of...Indian
Affairs
reports :: That during stand much in need of it, justice to them re- ,ous that the militia and volunteers are alrea sedulously in the pursuit of their usual occu
.......J : quires (hat it should be paid to them at the (dy in the service. They are called out by pations.” The value and the economy of this
JAMES K. REMIGH.
the preceding year, 5,671 were removed
earliest possible day.”
|the Executive for a period of three months ; description of force may be in some degtee
4,500
of
them
being
of
the
Winm
u
‘3“ lebagoes,
'
Office on the Main-street—opposite the Meeting-House.
Again, General Jesup, on the 14ih No- .and, when that expires, they are discharged,
terms of the gazette and palladium.
for which an appropriation of $45,000 was
appreciated, by the description which Gen
robablvl vember, submitted to the Secretary oi War, and
.
immediately called out for another term eral Jesup gives of the laborious duty de
Two toll as per annum, if paid within the year.— made last year, and which was pr..L..’/>.
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which sufficient.
If the remaining 1,671 were re by his direction, <£ an estimate oi the amount (of three months; and ^so on, amounting to volving on his department. Among others,
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
moved
at
the
same rate, the whole cost of which will probably be required lor the ser- (constant service.. This, probably the Ex he instances " the examination of accounts
paper discontinued, except at the option ot th< pub
,
has the power to do, under existing purporting to have been certified by volun
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
removals last year was but $56,710. It vice of this department, in prosecuting the ecutive
1’tiepublisher does not hold himself responsible for also appears by the same report, that 21, war in Florida.” This estimate, including laws ; and this, it is manifest, he intends to
teer and militia officers, for the services of
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
774 still remain to be removed; and al two hundred thousand dollars for arrears of ,do, and the estimates are framed according boats, wagons and other means of transpor
charged for its insertion.
though there are " fewer” than there were a 1840, expenses already incurred but not ly. The authority which the Secretary re tation ; and for supplies of forage, fuel, build
ago, yet there are full enough remain paid, amounts to $1,300,000 ; of which, he quests is, not to call out an additional force ing materials, camp-equipage, &c., pur
SPEECH OF MR. EVAWS, year
,
ing, to allow as many to be removed in requested that $400,000 might be appro of 2,000 over and above what are now in porting to have been purchased, vfhich ac
of’ Haine
1841 as were removed in 1840. How does priated ££ as early in the session as possible,” the service, for a twelve month, but to ex counts are found, upon investigation, to be
Oil the Bill to authorize an issue of Treasury it appear that such will not be the ease ? being wanted for immediate use. On the tend the term for which he is now authoriz
entire fabrications, both in certificates and
Noles.—- Delivered in the House of Rep
But grant that the whole amount will be 28th November, General Jesup, in another ed to call them out, from three to twelve affidavits, or to have been certified by the
resentatives, January 19, 1841.
report
to
the
St
cretary
of
War,
says,
that
months. If ii be granted, very well; the officers under the mistaken idea that this
saved, and it will add but $56,710 to the
the failure of the Arkafis^ delegation to ef expenses are not increased by it ; because if was the proper mean of obtaining, through
[continued.]
reduction estimated on pensions.
The next reason is, « several expensive fect a satisfactory arrangement with the it be not granted, he will exercise the power the amounts so charged, payments for sup
1st. As to the pensions. The Secretary public buildings have been mostly finished.” Seminóles, induces £i the belief that a great he now possesses, and take them into ser- 1plies which they believed should have been
has referred, several times, in his reports, to
Last year, we appropriated for finishing er amount will probably be required, than vice from three months to three months, as furnished in kind to their men.”
die great relief which the Treasury is to the custom house in New York, which will that for which I presented an estimate on long as, in his judgment, it is necessary. In
The result of this is, that, so far from an
the 14th instant.” Again, I inquire, why either mode the service is rendered, and ticipating any diminution of expenditures on
experience from the deaths of the old sol be saved this year, $118,000.
were not these sums, thus approved by the Congress must supply the means of pay account of the Florida war, an excess o/ezudiers of the Revolution, and their aged and For the Treasury
Secretary of War, and made known to him ment. It is therefore apparent, that the ap peni/ziMres in 1841 of two millions of dol
impoverished widows. He seems almost
building - $105,000
by the middle of November, and urgently propriation requested, of near two and a hall lars, seems inevitable.
impatient, because they are so long a charge For the Patent
requested
on 17th December,—tvhy were millions, is not at all dependent upon wheth
upon the country. But let that pass. How
But further : there are other expenditures
Office - 100,000
they not embraced within the estimates sub er Congress grants or withholds the author falling upon 1841, from which the Treasuiy
much does’he expect to save from this For the Post Of
mitted on 7th December ? For the reason ity to call the militia and volunteers into was relieved in 1 840—the postponed appro
source? By the report of the Commis
fice - 125,000
sioner of Pensions, and of the Secretary of
Amounting to------------330,000 before suggested. That is a document service for a term of twelve months. This priations, amounting, as well as I can judge,
widely circulated — the official exposition of expense is going on, and will go on, unless
War, also, it appears that a the total amount
This year the commissioner estimates— the financial condition of the country —of the Executive, after Ath March, order this to about a million and a half. In many in
drawn from the Treasury during the past
stances, the work tor which the appropria
its income and its disbursements—a docu description of force to be disbanded. It will tion was designed has been already done,
year, to pay pensions, is $2,048,663
in For the Treasury - $40,000
round numbers, two millions. It appears For the Patent Office 30,000
ment which warns us not to exceed the es not be done before ; and if done then, the and the materials furnished ; upon fortifica
further, from the statement of the commis For the Post Office - 175,000
timates, and attempts to show that great re expenditures will probably amount to at tions, forts, ordnance, navy yards, &c. 1 he
Amounting to
—----------245,000 ductions can be effected in the expenditures! least a million of dollars, which will fall on
sioner, that the pensioners, exclusive oi na
service of 1840, and the expenditures con
val, are divided into six classes, viz : invalid ;
of this year. If these'sums had been includ■ 1841, but not embraced within the estimates sequent thereon, have thus been thrown on
Less than last year - - $85,000 (ed in the estimates, all these boasted reduc■ of the year. To give a little further insight
under act of 1818 ; under act of ’28 ; under
1841. and are a proper charge of increased
act of 1832; under act of 1836; under act Which, added to the 118,000 for the New (tions would have been scattered to the into this expenditure, and the mode in which expenditure for the latter year. The sum
of 1838. Under the first class there are York custom-house, amounts to $203,000, winds. The fallacy would have been obvi operations in Florida are conducted, I will already appropriated for navy pensions,
4,289 pensioners, and the deaths last year as the total of reduction on public buildings, ,ous. But these are charges upon the year, read a letter from an officer ot the United $150.000, is also a charge as already stated,
were 48 — not quite one per cent. Under unless Congress see fit to reduce the appro which I see no way of avoiding. The ex States army, of high rank, now on duty on this year, from which the last was exempt.
the second class there are 7,947 pensioners, priations below the estimate of the commis pense has been incurred, and is now going there, not known to me personally, but who- There are various others, such as the claims
and the deaths last year were 256 —a little sioner.
on, under Executive authoiity alone. It re I am assured by an honorable member of of Maine for militia services, about 225,000,
over three per cent. Under the third class
The last reason relied upon by the Sec quires no sanction from Congress, and we (he house, to whom it is addressed, is a gen private bills, &c., nowhere embraced in the
there are 605, and the deaths were 17— retary is, ££ hostilities with the Seminóles have no alternative but to supply the means tleman of high reputation, and of the strict estimates ; but all of this description I will
about three per cent. Under the fourth must be nearer to a close.” Well, I sup of defraying it. I have already said that est honor and veracity. I am not at liber group together upon a rule furnished by the
class the number is 23,207, and the deaths pose ££ they must 6e,” if they ever come to near half a million is required to defray the ty to give his name ; the reasons for which' Secretarv himself, and which was formerly
were 974—something over four per cent. a close, which is somewhat doubtful. But arrearages of 1840.
1 he balance is re every gentleman can readily appreciate. I practised upon. In his report submitted in
Under the fifth class the number is 5,586, how does that bear upon the expenditures quired for pay, subsistence, ordnance, and will read only the portion of it bearing on1 becember.‘1837, speaking of the expendi
and the deaths were 171 — a little over three of this year ? Is the war to cease now ? the Quartermaster General’s Department, this subject. It is dated
tures of the year, he says :
Are no expenses to be incurred for its pros occasioned principally, if not wholly, by
per cent.
££ St. Augustine, Dec. 31, 1840.
i4 The propriety of adding also the con
Now, sir, making some allowance for ecution this season ? Now, sir, although retaining in service about 2,000 men, called
££ Before it was known last summer, tingent sum of at 'least one million of dollars
deaths, the knowledge of which had not this Florida war has been the great vortex in militia and volunteers. They are already whether the bill authorising the President of1 to cover appropriations made by Congress
come to the Department, as the commission uthich so many millions of money have been in the service by Executive direction, and the United States to accept the services of beyond the estimates, has been so fully test
er suggests is the case, and something for engulfed, yet the expenditures of last year on the Secretary proposes to retain them dur not exceeding 2,500 volunteers, would or ed by the experience of several years past,
the advancing age of the remaining pension account of it were exceedingly small—only ing the year, or until the war be closed. would not pass in Congress, a force ol 500 that the correctness of the measure may no
ers, from which it is probable that the per $300,000 were appropriated for that abject. The estimate is in this form :
mounted and 500 foot militia were authorized longer be considered as doubtful. But the
centage of deaths will increase from year to This was the only appropriation made last For arrearages to mililia,
v.. Secretary
.... . of War to be received into
.
i usual excess of appropriation thus made by
by'
bv the
year,I will suppose that the number of deaths session for this service, and if the whole of
$221,244 02 the service of the United States in Florida, j| Congress,
,
is not imputed by the undersigned
(service of 1840,)
in 1841 will be ten per cent, of the whole it can be saved in the expenditures of this For pay of Georgia volun
The mounted force was afterwards doubled, Ito
{ any special intention or extravagance.”
number \n all the classes ; and this is a larg year, it contributes but a small proportion
In .estimating the appropriations for the
teers, 3 months, 1840, - - 29,446,08 and again in September increased to 1,200,
er proportion, I think, than has ever taken of the whole amount expected to be reduc For the Quartermaster Gen
all to be called Florida militia, and to be <coming year, the Secretary embraces noth
place in any two years together since the ed. We are dealing in millions. More
1,300,000 00 mustered for a term of three months. The ing
.
for this contingent sum, and his estimate
eral, as before stated,
pension laws have been in operation : the ithan three millions and a quarter is thea- For pay of 1,500 mounted
mounted force was all mustered in, and, (of disbursement is predicated upon that of
saving upon that basis Wwill
’ill be just mount of reduction proposed ; and all the iwhen the first term expired, discharged, and .appropriations. Now, sir, to sum up the
and 500 foot volunteers
$200,480, and no more. But, on the oth tems with which we have been furnished aremustered for a second term of three months, comparative expenditures of the two years,
for the year 1841, estier hand, the commissioner supposes that mount to but a few hundred thousands, viz ::
and this practice is to continue, so as to and how does it stand ?
mated by Paymaster
there will be 1,400 added to the sixth class' On Pensions 489,000 96 perpetuate the forces, both mounted and Actual expenditures
_
- $200,4801
General during the present year, whose applications' For removal of Indians foot, in service. None of the foot were
56,7101 For pay of one battalion of
in 1840, for cur
have already been made, and are under ex’ On public buildings 77,206 82 mustered till recently, and not till they were
$22,489,349
- 203,000*
foot volunteers rent purposes
amination ; and, if so, they will be entitled Seminole hostilities assured the duty to be required of them Deduct saving on
- 300,000> For subsistence for militia
to tfie whole five years’ pension, payable at
would not take them from home. In going
and volunteers and inhab
the items enumeronce, which will undoubtedly require from
hence to Tallahassee, in October last, I saw
itants, estimated by the
Total $760,190
erated by the Sec
three to four hundred thousand dollars.
a letter from a lieutenant colonel of militia
Commissary General of
769,190
retary
Assuming this statement to be correct,
222,421 87 in this mounted force, to a man who was re
Subsistence
The appropriation bill already
which it is not, and that this whole reduc
21,729,159
quested to raise a foot company, in which it
Medical Department,
reported for the payment of
tion could be made, it is nearly counterbal- For
]
Deduct
further
ex

00
was
stated
:
the
men
of
the
company
will
re

16,000
bv Surgeon General
pensioners, exclusive of the
anced by one single item of a new charge
cess last year for
main at home; and if any Indians or signs
Ordnance Department,
4th class, which is provided
upon the year 1841, for which no corres- For
]
300,000
long session
30,000 00 of them shall be discovered, word will be
by Colonel of Ordnance
for by (he act of 1832, aponding expenditure was made in 1840.
sent to the nearest mounted force to go in
mounts, agreeably to the es
I mean the payments for the census — a ser
gl,042,555 vice rendered in 1840, and for which appro
$2,385,329 75 pursuit. This changed the disposition of Would leave for the
timates, to expenditures of
The standing appropriation
To show that these expenses are already several companies, and induced the mem
priations were made that year, but have not
1841, unless some
under the act of 1832, as es
been expended — not drawn from the I reas- partially incurred, and are now going on, bers to become foolmen instead of mounted.
further reduction
Since
my
arrival
here,
I
have
been
furnish

timated by the Secretary for
ury. The charge thus imposed upon 1841 daily and weekly and monthly, I will read
21,429,159
be shown
ed with the following copy (from the origi
600,000 will be about $720,000 ; of which $550,- from the report of the War Department :
this year, is Add,
expense
of
census
721,000
nal) of a letter from the Brigadier General
The unexpended balance of
000 are wanted for the first quarter; the bal
££ In order to render the regular forces a2,385,329
Florida war
former appropriations, now
ance will fall upon the residue of the year. vailable for offensive operations, a brigade in command of the Florida militia. Its Navy pensions
150,000
on hand, applicable to the
This single item, new in its character, and of Florida mililia was raised for the defence genuineness cannot be doubted, for the or- Postponed appro
,
der
is
in
the
hand-writing
of
that
officer.
561,000
service of this year, is chargeable solely upon this year, very near of Middle Florida, and placed under the
1,500,000
priations
ly meets all the reductions which can be command of Brigadier General Leigh Read It is proper for me to mention there is no Contingent sum
1,000,000
Florida militia in Middle or East Florida,
Making, for the payment of
made from the sources indicated by the Sec of the territorial militia.”
#
*
*
------------- 5,756,329
•
except
a
small
company
uniformed
in
this
pensions for 1841, the sum
retary.
££ The troops that were in the service of
But this is not all. There are other and the Territory in virtue of a law of the Legis place and in Tallahassee. None else have Expenditures of 1841
of - * $2,203,555
$27,185,488
heavier expenses to fall .upon the Treasury in lature of Florida, were mustered into that had the least organization since the com
based on those of 1840,
This is the sum for ordinary current ex
This exceeds the amount ac
1841, of which the Secretary takes no no of the United States, and form part of Gen mencement of the war ; and the companies
tually drawn from the
tice, although it is scarcely possible he was eral Read’s brigade, which has been increas now in service, and called i Florida militia’ penditures merely, which, by the course of
Treasury for last year - - $154,892
not advised of them. The honorable chair ed to 1,200 mounted and 500 footmen, and by order, are made up oi such as are willing policy and the measures of the Administra
to serve in them—some residents in the tion now in power, has been thrown upon
The amount thus estimated, and to be man of the Ways and Means is equally si maybe raised to 1,500 mounted and 500
country, many discharged soldiers, citizens the present yeur, and for which those who
appropriated for the year, is either wanted lent upon the subject, though well known foot ; a force which is considered ample
from Georgia, and some entire companies are soon to administer the Government are
to
him
also.
So
far
from
there
being
any
or it is not. If it is wanted, it exceeds the
for the protection of that portion of the Ter
in no degree responsible. 1 have not inclu
amount drawn from the Treasury in 1840,, reduction this year, because ££ hostilities ritory assigned to General Read’s com from that State.
ded the debt due on account of this District,
[Copy
of
Order.]
with
the
Seminóles
must
be
nearer
to
a
as before stated, and there will be no re
mand.
******
being a charge of $60,000 more this year
ei Headquarters, Florida Brigade,
duction, but rather an increase from thisi close,” there is now a proposition before the
£1 The regular troops now in Florida aNeiomansville, December 4, 1840.
than the last. Let that stand as a part of the
source. If it is not wanted, why is it em Committee of Ways and Means, for an ap-. mount to about 4,500 men, and the militia
c£ The troops of the Sedentary Infantry i£ contingent million.” To this aggregate is
braced in the estimates, and why are bills• propriation of near two millions and a half. in service to about 2,000. I recommend
reported to appropriate it ? It is not under of dollars, submitted by the Secretary of that authority be given the Executive to en service, ofwhich Captain Broer’s company then to be added, the redemption of Treasu
stood, I presume, that the whole amountt War on the 17th December last, ten days gage the services of this description of troops is an integral portion, shall not at any time ry notes outstanding, issued under the for
paid for pensions last year was but $2,048?-■ only after the estmates for the year were for a twelve month, or during the continu i be ordered on active duty , nor will it ever mer laws, estimated by the Secretary at
663. This was the sum u drawn from the prepared. The necessity for this is repre ance of hostilities in Florida. The term of occur during their time of service, that they $4,500,000, and we have the sum total for
Treasury,” and formed part of the current sented as very urgent. About half a mil three months is much too short to insure shall be ordered to march a greater distance the service of-lhe year of thirty-one million
twenty ...
miles- beyond
the
head quarters
hundred and eighty-five thousand four
expenses of 1840. The amount actually lion of it is wanted to pay for arrearages of efficiency, and frequent enlistments are a than
tn«..
_
.
They
will
hundred
and eighty-eight dollars—$31,1840,
for
services
already
rendered,
and
of
their
respective
companies.
1
hey
paid was probably somewhat larger, per
fruitful source of insubordination as well as
be directed to remain at their usual places 685,488,
haps 200,000 to 300,000 dollars. The which ought to have been a charge on that of great additional expense.”
This estimate, I am aware, differs widely
balance was made up of money drawn in year, and not on 1841. Why was it not
General Jesup also says, under date of of abode, and’expected to engage sedulously from that of the Secretary. He assumes
in the pursuit of theirmsual occupations.
1839, and forming a part of the expenditures embraced within the estimates for this year ? November 28th :
that the expenditures of the year £< for ordi
(Signed)
£££ LEIGH READ,
of that year, but remaining in the hands of Was it not known to the Secretary on the
££ There are outstanding claims to a con
nary purposes,” if Congress make no reduc
Brig. Gen. Fl'dfida^Brig.
the various pension agents unexpended. 7th December,the date of his annual report ?
tion from the estimates, will be $19,250,000
««/Captain Broer, Mandan.’f
Something undoubtedly remains in their Was it kept back by the Secretary of War siderable amount, arising out of the volun
hands now, which is to be added to the and why so ? His report is dated Decem teer and militia service, which have been
a This c sedentary’ service’-for which For the funded debt and Dis
149,200
trict debt
sums before stated, as applicable to the ser ber 5. Now, sir, on the 13th November recognized by the Executive, and for the they are paid, subsisted, clad, anp. doctor
vice of 1841, but which will form no charge preceding, the Paymaster General, in obe payment of which funds are required. ed, is suggested, as I am credibly informed, For the redemption of Treas
4,500,000
ury notes
upon the Treasury of this year, as it js al dience to the directions of the Secretary of Means are also necessary to carry on the by the Secretary of War to General Read.
War submitted to him an estimate, amount service during the remainder of the year, His letters of October last will no doubt
ready withdrawn from it.
us as
«cuwell
«o as
.v to provide for the apAmounting, in the whole, to $23,899,200
The second reason assigned by the Secre ing to $250,690, for payment of militia (1840,)
‘
The urgency of an show it.”
tary> for the expected reduction in 1841> is, | mustered into service in 1840. Qn the 17th I proaching campaign.
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Before placing that implicit reliance upon
this estimate which the honorable chairman
does. I desire to see the calculations of the
Secretary ; the manner in which he proposes
to distribute the nineteen millions and a quar
ter among the different branches of the ser
vice ; where the reduction is to fall. When
the honorable chairman said, that he might
possibly be told that the estimates of the Sec
retary were not to be relied upon, be only re
peated what is the common judgment of the
country.

Mr. Burr of Brewer moved to lay the never harmed him—an action which in a
order upon the table.
'cooler moment he would not have commit
Mr. Bryant of Kennebunk m ide a speech ted. But he would not cry baby, although
IN SENATE.-"
TWENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS....... SECOND SESSION.
THURSDAY, FEB. 18.
in favor of laying upon lhe table. He com he regretted the momentary ascendency of
IN SENATE.
Papers from the House passed in concur plained of the disposition tu bring up the his impulses over his judgment ; he held
TUESDAY, FEB. 16.
rence.
subject of the resolves again, and also of himself answerable to the laws.
A large number of reports were made by
this attempt to take advantage of the whigs.
Mr. Foote, And to this House too, Mr.
committees. The Bankrupt Bill was taken
FRIDAY, FEB. 19.
Speaker.
Mr.
Burr
and
Mr.
Foote
followed
on
the
The bill to incorporate the Laconia Co.
up and further debated by Mr. Tappan, in
Mr. Dorrance replied that what he had
favor of Mr. Hubbard’s amendment to in came back from the House amended, and same side. Mr. Paine «and Mr. Andrews
said about passing and re-passing was said
opposed.
clude banks and trading corporations. Mr. the Senate passed lhe bill to be engrossed
[To be continued.]
Mr. Delesdernier thought a reading of the out of no disrespect for the orders of the
Nicholson opposed both the bill and the a- as amended in concurrence.
Protest
would answer all the proper objects House ; he supposed that under them he
On motion of Mr. Sewall, ordered, that
mendment. Mr. Linn was in favor of the
" fo reign
ew s
had a right to go and come at will, on er
amendment but opposed to lhe bill. Mr. the Secretary of the Senate be directed to of laying upon the table. After some re rands of business.
marks
from
Messrs.
Paine,
Otis
and
Deles

take
from
the
files
of
lhe
Senate
of
this
year,
Calhoun
replied
to
a
part
of
Mr.
Nichol

Arrival ol* the Hritamiia.
An adjournment was moved—lost, 6 to
dernier, the Protest was read.
26 DAYS LATER FROM EUROPE. son’s argument. On motion of Mr. Benton, the petitions of E. D. Pierce and M. A. B.
44.
Pierce and lhe accompanying papers, and
lhe Senate adjourned.
The House then refused to lay upon the
Messrs. Paine, Chadbourne and Dunn ad
The Britannia sailed from Liverpool on the
place them on the files of last year.
table, yeas 64, nays 82.
dressed the House.
evening of the 4th, and arrived in Boston
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 17.
Passed
to
be
enacted
—
an
Act
to
incor

harbor on the morning of the 22d, at 7 o’clk,
Mr; Otis of Hallowell then took the floor,
At 6 o’clock, Mr. McDonald of Limer
A number of bills of little public interest porate the Laconia Company.
bringing 28 days later news from England.— were
and defended the course of the whigs in re ick, rose and said that he had for the whole
considered
and
passed.
The
Senate
On the day after leaving England she broach
lation to his currency resolves.
day been a constant, yet unobtrusive mem
SATURDAY, FEB. 20.
ed -1b, stove her bulwarks, and broke her iron passed some lime in Executive session.
Mr. Dunn of Poland recapitulated the ber. He now asked liberty to lay an order
Legislation inexpedient—on order direct
tiller short off. She has had a very rough
THURSDAY, FEB. 18.
proceedings of the majority on a former oc on the table, in order that those absentees
passage, the weather having been boisterous
Mr. Williams of Maine presented the joint ing Indian agent to report to lhe Legisla casion.
who had staid away for the purpose of de
in the extreme. She has made her ¡»assage resolutions
ture.
of the legislature of the State, in
priving the House of a quorum would see
in 17zj days.
Mr.
Bryant
said
that
when
the
Resolves
relation to the currency, the repeal of the sub
The Britannia arrived at Halifax at 7 o’clk treasury, the establishment of a national bank,
MONDAY, FEB. 22.
in relation to the currency were before lhe that it would avail thorn no longer to do so,
A. M. on the 20th, and had 41 hours from a revision of the tariff, and instructing him to
The committee on Bills on second reading, House, he had wished to submit his views and that they would be thereby induced to
Halifax to Boston, having a head wind all carry into effect the will of his constituents or reported a Bill in relation to the education of
upon them ; but not having then had a fail come back to the performance of their duty.
the way.
youth, upon a petition of the town of Fayette. opportunity, he suppressed them. He The order which he would present embodi
resign
his
trust.
The Turco-Egyptian question, which was
The resolution proposing to elect a public This bill was debated by Messrs. Parsons,
supposed to have been finally settled long primer for the 27th Congress was taken up, Lane, Hammons, Williamsand Daveis. The would like now, if the question was lo come ed a copy of the Protest, by way of pream
up again, to discuss them. Mr. B. said the ble, and must of necessity, when passed, be
since, appears only till very recently to have on motion of Mr. Hubbard. It was opposed bill was ordered to lie on the table.
He then sub
been definitely adjusted. The French poli by Mr. Huntington, who moved to postpone
democrats
ought not to complain about a entered upon the Journal.
Mr. Daveis asked and obtained leave to in
ticians have been very quiet since our last lhe further consideration ol it to lhe 4th of troduce a series of resolutions upon the sub want of freedom of debate before, when mitted his order, which directed the Mes
advices, busying themselves as usual about March. The subject was postponed to to ject of the distribution of the proceeds of the they occupied nineteen twentieths of the senger to request the attendance of absen
the Paris fortifications. The opening of the morrow. The Bankrupt bill was then taken public lands. Ordered lo lie on the table and time.
tees, and provided a penally in case of re*
English Parliament and the Queen’s Speech up, and Mr. Benton addressed Che Senate up one thousand copies printed for the use of
fusal. — It was passed.
Mr.
Olis
of
Hallowell
made
another
form the most important topic in the English on it at great length.
the Legislature.
Mr. Andrews said the gentleman from
speech, commencing at twelve and ending
news.
Portland (Mr. Lyman) had lhe other night
Parliament was opened on the 26th ult. by
at
one
o
’
clock,
TUESDAY, FEB. 23.
FRIDAY, FEB. 19.
taught him a trick. He would clinch the
the Queen in person. The speech from the
The Senate was in session but a few mo
When he had concluded, Mr. Lyman nail, and move a reconsideration, so that
The Senate was occupied in a debate on a
throne speaks of the success of the measures proposition
ments
to
day,
and
no
business
whatever
was
to proceed to the election of a
moved an adjournment. The House refus this last vote could not be reconsidered here
taken for the pacification of the Levant; of printer for the
next Congress, on motion of transacted.
ed, 19 to 78.
after.
negotiations for the redress of injuries by Chi Mr. Hubbard. The proposition was warmly
—
The whigs began to leave lhe Hall, and
na ; of the differences between Spain and Por opposed, and there was an animated debate.
The House refused to reconsider—nobody
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Mr. Delesdernier moved a return of the voting for it.
tugal, which it is anticipated wi I be adjusted ;
THURSDAY, FEB. 18.
of the conclusion of treaties for the suppres
Leave to withdraw was granted on peti House.—The motion prevailed, and the fol
SATURDAY. FEB. 20.
Mr. Andrews then moved to adjourn.
sion of the slave trade with Buenos Ayres
lowing gentlemen answered to their names, His motion prevailed.
The
Senate,
in
conformity
with
the
vote
tions
of
Ichabod
Goodwin
;
Alpheus
David

and Hayti ; of measures for the more speedy of the preceding day, proceeded to the choice
ninety in number, (not a quorum.)
administration of justice, and of the Poor of public ¡»rimer. There were 51 Senators son ; H. Hight, and Wm. Ward, Jr.
At half past one, on motion of Mr. Brad
MONDAY, FEB 22.
Mr.
Delesdernier
moved
to
reconsider
the
Laws. Not the slightest allusion is made to present, and there were 27 votes for Blair &
The Journal of Saturday was read, includ
France, which Monsieur will be apt to think Rives, the whole number being one over a vole incorporating the Laconia company, ley of Charleston, ordered, That the mes
senger of the House be, and hereby is com ing the various orders passed without a quo
rather insulting.
and the whig Senators not voting, for lhe purpose of submilting an amendment manded forthwith to procure the immediate rum, and the protest embodied in the last or
The London Times states that $20,000,000 quorum,
Blair & Rives were accordingly declared e- providing that the private property of stock attendance of absent members, and if any der.
of the stock of the United States Bank is lected.
holders should be responsible for debts of
Mr. J. Otis said it was one of the rules of
owned in Europe. It has been stated here
the corporation, incurred for labor. A cor absent member of this House shall not im the House or of parliamentary usage, that an
Mr.
Clay
’
s
resolution
for
a
repeal
of
the
that about $27,000,000 of it was owned in Sub Treasury was taken up, and Mr. Clay
mediately
give
his
attendance
in
the
Hall
of
poration was about to be created and put
amendment of the Journal must be made im
Europe.
the House of Representatives on being re
made a short speech in favor of it. Mr. Wil
The journals from all parts of England, liams and Mr. Walker made explanations of beyond the control of the creator. Mr. D. quired by said Messenger, he shall arrest mediately after the reading of the Journal.
He moved to strike out all that part of the
Scotland and Ireland, notice the unusual se the reasons why, although they avowed their believed the laborer to be worthy of his
verity of the whiter and its lamentable ef adherence to the doctrine of instructions, they hire and felt bound as a legislator to look to such member and bring him into this House Journal between the words “ before it,” on
and detain him until the House shall organ the 56th page, and the words “The Messen
fects upon the poor, who are in a state of ex shotdd not vole according to lhe expressed will his interests.
ger,” &c. (being the protest and names.)
treme suff ring. Many persons have died of their respective constituents. The question
Mr. J. Otis opposed the motion. It was ize or until said member shall have leave of
Mr. Delesdernier raised the question
from cold and famine in London, and ver was finally taken on a motion to lay the reso the policy of lhe State to develope its re absence.
whether the motion to amend was in order.
dicts have been rendered, “ Died from the lution on the table, it being understood that all sources and invite capital amongst us for
After some delay, Mr. Andrews moved
Mr. Dunn moved to amend the record by
want of the common necessaries of life !”
who would vote against the repeal, voted to that purpose. This could not be done un to close the doors leading from the Hall of directing the clerk to insert the precept an
On the 2d inst. one of the most destructive lay
the House so far as to keep the members nexed to the order offered by him on Satur
on the table, and those in favor of repeal
fires which has occurred in London for some voted against the motion. The result was, 25 less we invited capital on the same terms here, as fast as they came.
day.
that other States did ; and to hamper this
years past, broke out in the premises occu for
repeal
and
27
against
it.
Mr. J. Otis said he would accept the sug
The
order
was
then
passed.
pied by Messrs. Painter, cabinet makers. Es
bill with such restrictions would defeat the
Mr. Andrews moved that the Messenger gestion of the gentleman from Limerick, and
timated extent of damage, £25,000.
object
of
the
bill.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
he moved that the proposition of lhe gentle
There have been several great floods in
Mr. O. was also opposed to distinguishing be directed forthwith to proceed upon his man from Poland be referred to a select com
TUESDAY, FEB. 16.
England, occasioned by an unusual quantity
duty.
The
motion
prevailed.
mittee of five, and he would then move to
On motion of Mr. Fillmore, the commit between creditors. Besides the labor was
of snow, which had fallen and suddenly
The spectators having withdrawn from refer his own proposition to the same com
thawed, carrying away many houses, mills, tee on military affairs, were instructed to provided for by the nature of things.
The debate was further continued by the galleries lhe gallery doors were lock mittee.
and destroying much property, attended with inquire into the expediency of making the
Mr. J. Otis modified his motion so as to
Messrs.
Paine, McDonald, Morse, Andrews ed.
necessary
appropriations
for
fortifications,
loss of life.
The Messenger arrived at 3 o’clock with require the select committee to report on the
and
Delesdernier.
By the dreadful shipwreck of the Thames naval armaments, and other necessary prep
order submitted by him, and also whether
steamer, on her voyage from Dublin to Lon arations to place the country in a proper
Mr. Morrow then took the floor and lhe the information that eleven members had any improper matter has been entered,or any
promised to come, and that one refused,
don, on the 3d ult. it is ascertained that out of state of defence.
House adjourned.
made, in the blotter.
claiming protection under the Rules that al omission
65 passengers only 4 were saved.
The motion to commit was carried by
The House went into committee of the
Accounts from London of Feb. 3d, state
lowed a member to be absent two days the following vote :
FRIDAY, FEB. 19.
that the effect of the receipt of the news from whole on the general appropriation bill, the
Mr. Delesdernier withdrew the motion he without leave. The following is an extract
Yeas — York — Brackett, Bryant, Went
details
of
which
were
discussed
until
half
China on the Tea trade was most disastrous.
made yesterday to reconsider the vote pass from the Rule referred to : “ No member worth, &c.-86.
past
4
o
’
clock,
when
the
House
adjourned.
But the accounts are not credited by the
Nays—York—Bragdon, Brooks, Dam,
ing to be engrossed the Laconia Company. shall be absent more than two days without
London papers generally, and as no official
Deering, Huff, Jones, L. Littlefield, J. M.
During the discussion on this motion yester leave of the House.”
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 17.
despatches had been received in England
Mr. Andrews then moved to compel the Littlefield, McDonald, Paine, Rogers, Tuck,
The general appropriation bill was then ta day, Mr. Paine of Sanford opposed the mo
confirming them, the sudden gloom thrown
&c.-72.
over the market ought not to have taken ken up in committee, Mr. Bell in the chair. tion to reconsider and in the few remarks attendance of members by affixing penalties
Messrs. Otis of Hallowell, Paine of Sanford,
The question ¡»ending was a motion to strike he submitted lo the House, spoke of the of $28 for each absentee.
place.
Washburn of Livermore, McDonald of Lim
out
all
the
appropriations
for
the
branch
mints
A report was current in London on the 3d
The order was passed, 51 to f.
importance to this State, of encouraging
erick, and Gray of Bowdoinham, were ap
inst. that Chusan had been retaken by the at North Carolina, Georgia and N. Orleans. manufactories, and advocated a liberal pol
At 4 o’clock a return of lhe House show pointed the Committee.
Chinese, and that two British ships had been Mr. Brown opposed the amendment, and icy on the subject.
ed 87 members present.
The Speaker stated the question before lhe
made a long speech in defence of the general
burned.
Mr. Dunn of Poland presented an order House to be, on the call for the previous
For lhe expression of these views, Mr.
policy of the administration. Mr. Tillinghast
question, on the order submitted by the gen
supported the amendment. After a long de Delesdernier attacked him, and intimated directing the Clerk, with the lest of the tleman from Charleston, on Saturday. The
CH INA.
Speaker,
to
issue
a
precept
to
the
Sheriff
of
that
the
gentleman
from
Sanford
had
aban

bate
the
question
was
taken
on
the
motion
to
There is no later news from China than
call for the previous question, was sustained,
that given by our previous accounts from strike out part, $6000, the compensation to doned the party he had heretofore acted Kennebec directing him to arrest those ab 81 voting in the affirmative.
London papers of January 7ih. It will be the officers and clerks of the branch mint at with. It was understood that Mr. Paine sentees who had promised to come but had
The yeas and nays were ordered on the
seen by the statement of the Tea market, that Charlotte, N. C., and the motion was lost, would, this morning, reply. Mr. D., to a- not done so, and bring them into the Hall previous question, and it was carried as fol
this article had suffered a great depression yeas 53, nays 73. Tne Committee then rose, void the castigation which he probably ex of the House.
lows :
which, at ¡»resent, is the only criterion by reported progress, and the House adjourned. pected from Mr. P., withdrew his motion.
Yeas — York—Brackett, Bryant, McDonald,
Mr. Garcelon wanted to go away, but the
which to judge of the popular opinion. The
Paine, Rogers, Tuck, Wentworth, &c.—110.
House would not let him.
The
vole,
passing
the
Resolve
to
be
en

next over-land mail was anxiously looked
THURSDAY, FEB. 18.
Nays—York—Bradeen, Bragdon, Dam,
A motion to adjourn was here lost, 6 to
for, as it was expected that it would at once
The House went again into committee, Mr. grossed, making the Portland Advertiser the
Deering, Frost, Huff, Jones, L. Littlefield, J.
55.
State
paper,
was
reconsidered.
The
Re

settle the question.
Bell in the chair, on the bill making appro
M. Littlefield, &c.—47.
The order was then passed—53 to 7.
The London Evening Chronicle of Janu priations for the civil and diplomatic expen solve was then amended, so as to provide
On motion of Mr. Blake, the yeas and nays
ses
of
1841.
The
motion
¡»ending
was
that
At
quarter
past
5,
the
Messenger
again
that
it
shall
go
into
effect
immediately
after
ary 18, says—“We have seen accounts from
were ordered on the passage of the order.
o
f
Mr.
Green
to
strike
out
the
sum
of
$6000
reported
that
Messrs.
Muzzy,
Clifford,
Bur

China which are evidently more deserving of
its passage as amended,—the resolve passed
The order was refused a passage by the
credit than those which have been already for compensation to the officers and clerk of to be engrossed.
gess, Durrill, Hitchings, Lindsey and Gray following vote.
published. We here find it stated that in the the branch mint at Dahlonega. Ga. The sub
Yeas—York—Bradeen, Bragdon, Brooks,.
Mr. Green of Topsham, having been ap had been summoned and promised to ap
communications between Admiral Elliot and ject was debated by Messrs. Green, Alford, pointed Sheriff of Lincoln county, to-day re pear forthwith.
Dam, Deering, Frost, Huff, Jones, L. Little
the officers of the Emperor of China, no spe Nisbet, Cooper, Steenrod and Warren. At 2
A return of lhe House was ordered—90 field, J. M. Littlefield, McDonald, Paine, Rog
signed bis seat in lhe House.
cific sum, in the way of indemnity, had been o’clock the House took a recess.
ers, Tuck, &c.—72.
present.
hamed, still less agreed upon ; that the prin
Nays — York—Brackett, Bryant, Went
SATURDAY, FEB. 20.
A row ensued at the threshold of the lob worth, &c.—88.
FRIDAY, FEB. 19.
ciple of indemnity had been admitted by the
On
motion
of
Mr.
Littlefield
of
Alfred,
The
Civil
and
Diplomatic
Appropriation
byEmperor of China, and that his anxious de
Mr. Morse offered the following order:
the Committee on Accounts was directed to
sire to have the seat of negotiations removed Bill was further discussed.
Mr. Dorrance made some strictures upon
“ Whereas, during the session ol this House
to Canton, was caused by the panic which
inquire into the expediency and justice of it. Mr. D . said he had passed and re-pass
the 20th instant, William Delesdernier, a
SATURDAY, FEB. 20.
our naval force had produced in approaching
allowing the account of Israel Chadbonrne ed the door of the lobby on business lo an on
member thereof, was guilty of disorderly be
The general appropriation bill was further for services as Sheriff of York in 1839.
so near his capital. The Emperor did not
other department, and was told by a mem havior in committing a gross personal assault
wish to negotiate under our guns, and, to debated.
Mr. Littlefield subsequently presented the ber that if he was again permitted to do so, upon its Assistant Messenger, in the Repre
“ save his face,” (as lhe Chinese phrase is,)
account of Mr. Chadbourne, which was re the door keeper would be knocked down. sentatives’ Hall, and has, in consequence
he would rather do justice to us at a distance,
Fatal and Melancholy Accident.—A
Mr. D. appealed to the House if his person thereof, lessened the dignity and respecta
than undergo the humiliation of appearing to fatal and most melancholy accident occurred, ferred to the Committee on Accounts.
bility of this legislative body, and exposed it
Finally passed — Resolve providing for al conduct had not always been proper.
his subjects to yield to our vessels of war. as we learn, in Dartmouth, on Tuesday after
The entrance of the Madagascar into the Pel- noon. A young man, a son of Mr. Leonard the promulgation of the Laws of the State,
Mr. Morse said it was very apparent that to contempt, by conduct unbecoming a gen
ho river, is said to have caused the utmost Gifford, aged eighteen, took his gun and went [making Portland Advertiser the State pa- the House could no longer proceed with tleman, and especially degrading in a Repre
sentative of the people of Maine,—Therefore
consternation. The shores were deserted at out for the purpose of shooting game. Not per.]
dignity. Events had transpired that ought
“ Ordered, that a committee be appointed
her approach, and the inhabitants sought returning at lhe time expected, his friends
Passed to be enacted—Bill to provide in lo be looked into.
An outrage had been to consider and report, as soon as may be,
safety in the highest hills.
became somewhat alarmed, but supposing part for the expenditures of government.
committed deserving the attention of the what punishment shall be inflicted on the
that he might have called at a neighbor’s to
On motion of Mr. Andrews of Turner, a House, and he hoped that at the proper said William Delesdernier for such disorder
FRANCE.
spend the evening, they retired. Some time
ly behavior; and that he in the mean lime be
in the night, discovering that he had not re message was sent to lhe Senate requesting time it would be looked into.
The news from France is not important.
suspended from the right to speak in this
that
body
to
transmit
to
this
House
the
pa

Mr.
Delesdernier
said
that
the
gentleman
The French funds declined in consequence turned, and learning upon inquiry that he
House.” ‘
of the unfavorable impression produced by the had not been seen during the evening, a pers in relation to the petitions of Elias T). from Portland had told him, that, notwith
Mr. Andrews moved to amend by adding
Speech of the Queen of England, in which search was made for him in the vicinity of Pierce and Mary A. B. Pierce. The Senate standing the order of the House, he would the following: “ also to inquire whether
the ponds, whither he had designed going, subsequently complied.
there was no allusion to France.
leave the Hall when he pleased. Mr. De Franklin Muzzy, Samuel Gray, Benjamin
The Moniteur officially announces Mehe- and yesterday morning he was found dead in
At 11 o’clock, Mr. Bradley of Charles lesdernier had replied, (although then he Lane, John B. Clifford, Joseph Burgess, jr.
met Ah’s unconditional surrender of the a field. It is supposed that he was killed by town introduced the following order: Order did not intend such a thing,) that if the Obed Durrill, Joseph Hitchings, Melzar Lind
Turkish fleet to Admiral Walker, on the 14th the bursting of his gun, as that was found ed, That the Protest hereunto annexed be door keeper should permit him to do so, he sey, Nathan Longfellow, Simeon Dwinel,
shattered to pieces beside his body.—JVew
ult.
entered at length upon lhe Journal of the (Mr. D.) would thrash the door keeper.— Stephen H. Reed, John Otis, Abijah Crane,
Bedford Register.
House for its preservation, and to the end Now when highminded and respected gen Wm. Bryant, Jonathan Burr, Wm. Perry,
SWITZERLAND.
that
the opinions of the signers may be tlemen would violate the rules of the House, and Sarn’l G, Adams, were not equally guil
Dreadful Accident.—A young ladj^ of
There has been another revolt in several
ty of a breach of the rules of the House, and
known
to their fellow-citizens.
while the whole attention of the House was should be subjected to punishment equally
towns in Switzerland, whose people recently Petersburgh in this county, while riding to
[The Protest, which for want of room is bent on their enforcement, was there not severe.”
adopted new constitutions, proposed by the church in company with several others, on
government of each. The aristocratic party Tuesday last, was thrown from the sleigh a- deferred for the present, sets forth the some cause for provocation in the case r
After a few remarks by Messrs. Otis, Morse,
and the Catholics resisted the government gainst a pike fence, and injured so severely sentiments of the signers (86 in number) Under the excitement which these circum Delesdernier and Andrews, the House ad
troops for three days, and the result was the that she died soon after. The tongue of the upon certain “ Resolves in relation to the stances gave rise to Mr. D, saw another journed, without taking any question on the
utter rout of the insurgents. The monks sleigh dropped from the neck yoke while de Currency,” which were passed by members highly respectable gentleman (Mr. Chad- amendment.
had also taken part in the rebellion, in con scending a hill, and the sleigh was overturn of the House of Representatives on the bourne) pass the door keeper into the lob
sequence pf which all monasteries within the ed, throwing the young lady against the morning of the tenth of February ; and also
TUESDAY, FEB. 23.
by. His egress being unrepelled before Mr.
canton of Argua had been suppressed. This sharp point of one of the rails of the fence,
The
amendment
proposed
by Mr, Andrews
.extreme measure, it was supposed, would by which she was completely transfixed ; it upon the course of those members in pre D.’s eyes, his Indignation was heightened to the order relative to Mr. Delesdernier,
cluding
debate
upon
the
subject
of
lhe
Re

and
in
lhe
passion
of
the
moment,
he
had
having
entered
her
body
on
one
side
and
lead to new troubles. The excitement in
which was under discussion when the House
solves.]
passed through the other.—Troy Whig.
many .of the large towns was intense,
struck lhe door keeper—a man who had adjourned, came up in order,
UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE.
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Messrs. Mussey of Bangor, and Bryant of j Congress.—In the Senate, on Monday last,
MAINE LEGISLATURE.
Temperance Meetmgs.
PROBATE NOTICE
Kennebunk, opposed the amendment, and a fetter from Mr. Webster, resigning his seat
Meetings on the subject of Temperance :
IN SENATE.
gave the reasons for their absence.
I at l||e Bua . wag re01| Mr Cuthbert of Giu
will be held in this town —
Al a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, within
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 24.
After a long discussion the previous ques- .
.. ,
p
,
At the Methodist Meeting-House, in Aleandfor the County of York, on the first Mon
tion was called for by Mr. Foote, and the call, immediately thereafter rose and made an mOn motion of Mr. Bolster, Ordered, that wive, on Monday evening, March 1.
day of January, in the year of our Lord
was opposed by Mr. Andrews and others, direct attack on Mr. W. He wished, he said, the committee on Literature and Literary In
At the School House, on the Plains, (Alfred
eighteen hundred and forty-one, by the
Mr. A. moved the yeas and nays, and gave to submit certain questions to the Senator j sl*tuiion,s, be directed to enquire into the ex- road) on Thursday evening, March 4.
WxM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
notice to the House that he should object to from Massaebnsetts, winch, it appears, he had i
»f aiding the distribution oi the j At the Cat-Mousarn School House, on Sal- i! Hon.
Court :
any of the members, whose names were con
I nrday evening, March 6. Address by Rev.
N the petition of Nathan D. Appleton,
tained in the amendment, voting, since the not thought of until the Senator had resign-> jn t|jjg State, that the several incorporated) Mr. Edes.
administrator of the estate of Milton
ed
his
seat
!
This
dastardly
movement
eli-|
places
and
townships
may
draw
a
percent
previous question cut off the amendment,
In the Village, at the Meeting House of
Smith, late of Dover, N. H., deceased, repand they were therefore directly interested in cited a warm discussion, in the course of; as to per capita of scholars from four to twen the First Parish, on Sunday evening, March
, resenting that the personal estate of said dethe event.
which Messrs. Clay, Rives and Preston bore 1 ty-one years of age, and report by bill or oth 7. Address by Edward E. Bourne, Esq. ■ ceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts
The call of the members was commenced
erwise.
Exercises, at the several meetings, will which he owed at the time of his death, by
by the Clerk, and when the name of William testimony to Mr. W.’s eminent services and
the sum ofone hundred and twenty dollars,
commence at h past 6.
Perry was called, Mr. Andrews .made objec to his great worth as a man and a statesman.
IN HOUSE.
and praying for a license to sell and convey
N. K. SARGENT, Secretary of Com.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 24.
tion to his voting. The Chair decided that Mr. Crittenden asked leave to bring in a bill
so much of the real estate of said deceased
those members had a right to vote.
The question before the House was the
“to prevent ihe interference of certain feder
as may be necessary for the payment of said
previous question, on the order introduced
HYMENEAL.
Mr. Andrews appealed from the decision of
debts and incidental charges :
the Chair. The yeas and nays on the appeal al officers in elections,” which, also, gave rise by Mr. Morse, with regard to the assault of
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
MARRIED—in Berwick, Mr. Lewis C. Ham-j
were ordered and the decision sustained by a to a long and exciting debate. Leave was Wm. Delesdernier on the Assistant Messen
ilton of Glen’s Falls, N. i., to Miss Lydia R. tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased and
vole of 97 to 59.
refused by a party vote, 14 yeas—26 nays.— ger of the House.
of B.
to all persons interested in said estate, by
The call on the previous question then In the House, the bill making further appro
Mr. J. Otis advocated the previous ques Rust
In Gihnanton, N. H. Mr. Daniel Campbell, to causing a copy of this order to be published in
proceeded, and the demand was sustained by priations for the exploration and survey of tion.
Miss Hannah M. Burbank, both of Wakefield.
the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne
a vote of 92 to 66.
Mr. Delesdernier said ii the previous ques
bunk, in said county, three weeks successive
the
North
Eastern
Boundary
(appropriating
The question then was—shall the main
tion was now to he pul and carried, he should
OBITUARY.
ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court
question now be put ? This was debated at $75,000 for this object) was taken up. Sev have no opportunity to be heard.
DIED—In Limington, 18th inst. Caleb Hop-j to be holden at Saco, in said county,
Mr. D. went on to contend that he had vio
length, when a call for adjournment was eral motions to amend by ¡educing the sum
lated no rule of the House—that there is no kinson, aged 94 years and 6 tnos. Mr Hopkinson i on the first Monday in March next, at ten of
made, and lost.
After a short discussion the same call was were rejected and the bill passed as reported, law by which he could be tried by the House. was a native of Bradford, Mass. He was among the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
and was sent to the Senate for concurrence.
The previous question was carried, 83 to the first settlers of Buxton, and drove the first j any they have, why the prayer of said peti
made and the House adjourned.
loaded team from Saco Io Buxton. In the war j tion should not be granted.
The general appropriation bill was then fur 71.
the Revolution, he had a full share of hardship
Attest,—Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
On motion of Mr. McDonald, the yeas and of
ther debated.
and suffering. He was one of Gen. Gate’s body
A true copy—Attest,
nays were ordered on the main question, and guard at the surrender of Gen Burgoyne, and
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
shared in that bloody conflict. He retained his
Special Mission.—A late number of the the order was passed, as follows :—
February 5, 1841.
Y
eas
—
York
—
Brackett,
Bryant,
Dow,
reason
to
the
last,
and
died
in
full
hope
of
a
bless

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1841. Richmond Whig says, that a rumor is afloat,
Kimball. Miller, Prime, Tucker, Wentworth, ed immortality.— Portland Advertiser.
Savage’s Bilious Deobstruent
that Mr. Clay will be despatched forthwith to &C.-88.
In Biddeford, 15th, Mrs. Jane, wife of the late
Massachusetts Senator.—Hon. Rufus London, on a special mission, to open nego
Nays—York—Bradeen, Bragdon, Brooks, Mr. Edward Cotton, aged 60 years.
Choate, ot Boston, was elected by the Leg tiations for the final adjustment of the difficul Dam, Deering, Frost, Huff, Jones, L. Little
---------- ooo---------In South Berwick, J9th inst. George Tucker,
HESE Pills have been in use for a num
islature of Massachusetts, on Tuesday last, ties between this country and Great Britain. field, J. M. Littlefield, McDonald, Paine, Rog infant son of Mr. George S. Harding of Savan
nah, aged 4 months.
ber of years, and have produced the
Tuck, &c.—77.
to be Senator in Congress from said State, in The recent occurrences at Lockport seem to ers,Messrs.
Morse, Morrow, Foote, Hastings
most happy effects in the following com
place of Hon. Daniel Webster, resigned. demand immediate and effective action. No and Dorrance were appointed the committee.
plaints, viz. in obstructions of the biliary
SHIP NEWS,
The term for which Mr. C. is chosen will ex man could be selected in the country who
ducts, caused by a thickening of the bile, and
Mr. Lyman said, from the movements aKENNEBUNK,
FEB.
27,
1841.
a final hardening into gall stones, which caus
pire on the 4th ot March, 1845. In the Sen would better perform the delicate and ardu bout the House he was pretty well satisfied
es a dull pain in the right side at first and af
MEMORANDA.
ate, Mr. C. received 32 out of 36 votes—in ous duties of such a mission than Mr. Clay. that we may have this scene to go over to
terwards a cholic and inflammation from the
morrow, and he would therefore move a re
Sid.
from
Havre,
21st
ult.
ship
Propontis,
the House 244 out of 349 votes.
irritating qualities of the bile, and obstruction
consideration, and should vote against it.
Wise,
New-Orleans.
Acceptance.—Geo. E. Badger, of North
Mr. Andrews was very glad the motion
Ar. at Trieste, 5th ult. York, Morrill, New- of circulation of blood in the liver and parts
New Jersey Senator.—The Legislature Carolina, it is understood, has accepted the had been made. He went on to speak of the
connected with it ; they have a direct tenden
Orleans ; 8th, Zotoff, Merrill, do.
of New Jersey have made choice of Jacob appointment of Secretary of the Navy, ten oppression of the majority, and contended
At Matanzas. 3d inst. brig Swiss Boy, Blais cy to prevent an accumulation of bile, and to
remove all obstructions from the digestive or
that the order was unconstitutional. He hop dell, wig. ft.
W. Miller, (whig) of Morristown, as U. S. dered him by the President elect.
Cid. at New-York, 20th, brig Havana, Gillpat- gans. In all stages of Dyspepsia these pills
ed it would be reconsidered.
Senator from that State for six years from
produce the greatest benefit, and in a large
A debate ensued, in which Messrs. An rick, Havana.
The President Elect had, at the latest
the 4th of March next, in place of Garret
At Ponce, 28th ult. brigs Overmann, Davis, proportion of eases will effect a cure. So
drews J. Olis, Paine, Delesdernier, D. Dunn,
for New-York, next day ; Eveline, Gould, unc.; far as any one medicine can be beneficial in
D. Wall (V. B.) whose term of office then accounts, «arrived at Richmond, Va., where Morse, McDonald and Foote participated.
this complicated disease these pills have not
The House then refused to reconsider by Ponce,------ , supposed from this port, unc.
«expires. Mr. Miller received 37 votes. Mr. he was well received by the citizens.
found a rival. In dropsical complaints they
the following vote—Yeas 77, Nays 87.
Wall 17.
Mr. Crittenden of Ky. has sent home his
may be relied on as a most effectual remedy.
Mr. Andrews offered an order declaring
In cases of obstruction from sudden attacks
that the explanation made by the gentleman
Hon. George Evans having declined to resignation as U. S. Senator.
of colds in young females in all recent cases
from Baileyville this morning, is satisfactory
-------------------accept the office of Representative in the
HE next term of this Literary Institu they will afford the best remedy that can be
(Ljr’A late arrival at New-York from Port- and honorable, and that he be restored to his
next Congress, to which he was elected in au-Prince brought accounts of the prevalence standing as a member of the House.
tion will commence on Wednesday, "27th applied. Impurities of the blood with a lan
guid circulation, pain in the head attended
Mr. Andrews moved to lay the order on
of March.—Tuition tor Reading, Spelling,
September last, the Governor has appointed of san epidemic in that island which had
Writing, English Grammar, Arithmetic, Ge with dizziness and sickness of the stomach,
the third Monday in March (15th) for an elec proved fatal to many strangers. Among its the table—negatived, 43 to 82
On motion of Mr. Lyman, the order was ography, lower branches of History, " at $3 costiveness or any disease caused by obstruc
tion to fill the vacancy. A whig District
per term ; for all other studies $4 per term.— tions in the circulation of blood or any of the
victims were eleven men, belonging to Amer referred to the committee on that subject.
Convention to nominate a candidate has been
Good board can be procured on the most excretory organs may be effectually removed
ican vessels,—several of whom were from
by the use of these pills. In all violent at
Another Murder.—It is our painful duty reasonable conditions.
called, to meet in Augusta, on the fourth of
Maine.
tacks of cold attended with fever if taken in
to record another story of blood and murder.
L.
COLBY,
Sec'
y
Trustees.
March.
the commencement they will prevent a course
On Sunday afternoon, the 14th inst., Mrs.
Kennebunk, Feb. 25, 184!.
of fever, and save the patient much pain and
ff/^Among the wonders ‘ being exhibited’ Bean, wife of Richard Bean of Brentwood,
trouble. These pills are purely vegetable
State Conventions.—A whig State Con in the Boston Museum is a child from New- went home from a neighbor’s, where she had
OOMCEBT.
and may be taken with perfect safety under
vention was held in New-Haven, Conn, on Hampshire, seven years old and weighing spent a few days, as a nurse, and was to re
-------- ooo-------turn again after supper.—Bean was intoxicat-j
R. KIMBALL would respectfully an all circumstances. They differ from other
Wednesday of last week, for the nomination 220 pounds.
that operate on the bowels in not
ed and abusive. A neighbor who happened^
nounce to the citizens of Kennebunk medicines
•of State officers to be supported by the party
leaving
the bowels in a còsti ve state. They
in there, asked her to go home to his family,
and vicinity, that he intends to give a CON

are recommended to families as one of the
at the next election. W. W. Ellsworth was
OUTRAGE.—A most gress and unpardon as he thought she would not be safe with her CERT with his Singing School,
bestdamily medicines in use. The following
■nominated for re-election as Governor.—The able outrage upon the person of the Assist husband. She declined going, and said that,
TUESDAY EVENING, March 2d,
certificates
have been kindly offered.
after
supper
she
would
go
back
to
take
care
ant
Messenger,
and
against
the
dignity
of
the
Locos held a Convention, at Middletown, on
of the sick woman. The neighbor departed, at the Meeting House of the First Parish in
the same day, for the same object. Francis House of Representatives, occured in that and left Bean and his wife in the house alone. Kennebunk Village.
[From the Rev. E. D. Trickey.]
branch on Saturday last. While the Locos
The Music will consist of a choice selec
Having used Savage’s Bilious Deobstruent
H. Nicholl was nominated for Governor.
were waiting for the compulsory process to ¡The next morning, as the same man was tion of Anthems, Motettes and Glees, with a
Pills for more than three years in my family,
by
lie -saw
procure a quorum of members, the member , passing
r- ■
-j Bean
—.....’s,» -„ ( Mrs.
- - -Bean lying
Sudden Death.—The body of a man from East port passed into the South lobby by .demi within a lew met oi the door,\ He icn- few of‘he most popular Songs of the day.
and having axperienced their beneficial ef
fects on my own person, 1 can recommend
named Bradeen, of Berwick, in this county, the door then guarded by the Assistant Mes- j mediately called one or two of the neighbors,
Tickets—12^ cents—for sale at the Book them to he one of the best medicines I have
b .......
the gentleman frofn _
Bai- aniI returned to the scene of blood.. After
A,fo* store
was found near the road, about two miles senger, upon which
, and at the Door on the evening of ever used for obstructions in the bowels, in
from
his5 seat and assauited waiting awhile near the house, they
leyville sprung 1.«
........
- saw
from this village, on Tuesday morning last. the
cleansing and relieving the stomach, and
’ '" and’ called
" ‘ jo, him.
" . He the Concert.
Assistant in the most violent and brutal ”
Bean was within,
Doors open at 6£. Performances com in all the various diseases for which they are
We learn that Mr. Bradeen came to this .manner, exclaiming <1—n you why did you came to the door, and they asked him who
mence
at
7
o
’
clock.
recommended by the proprietor.
n.ai member pass ? After inflicting
...B one that was ? pointing to the body. He said he
town, on foot, on Monday last, on business, .ci
let that
February 26, 1841.
E. D. TRICKEY.
and, having completed it, he started on his or more blows upon the face of the door keep-1 supposed it was his wife.—- They inquiied
Greenland, March 1, 1840.
er, the by-stauders interfered and the gentle- j how she was killed, and why he had not
return about 7 o’clock the same evening.
1 carried her into the house ? He said he did
man returned to his seat. ~Such• disorderly
-------- ooo-------[From the Rev. Silas Green.]
His body was discovered early on Tuesday and riotous conduct should receive no coun not know any thing about it—he had only 1WR- ISRAEL KIMBALL would inform
I have used Savage’s Bilious Deobstruent
been
to
the
door
for
a
handful
of
wood,
and
morning, at the place just named, by a per tenance, and we are glad to perceive that an
IvJL his friends and the publick, that he Pills
for more than three years, and can rec
not seen his wife since Thursday. She has made arrangements with the Trustees of
son who was coming into the village with a order is now pending before the House for a had
ommend them to be the best medicine for re
was carried in, and a coroner sent for, but the
committee
to
inquire
into
the
offence
and
re

Academy, to take the school for moving obstructions from the digestive or
team, and who immediately repaired to the port thereon.
the only two coroners in the neighborhood the above
Spring, and Summer terms on his own gans I have ever used. SILAS GREEN.
were
unable
to
attend.
nearest house, for the purpose of obtaining
The offending member was arrested yes
responsibility, and he promises to exert him
Dover, March 20, 1840.
A physician examined the body. It was self
assistance. On his return, with others, it terday on a warrant, and had his trial at 3 o’
to the utmost, to give entire satisfaction
much
beat
about
the
head
;
the
nose
was
was found, while moving the body, that life clock, before Justice Baker, who fined him broken in, and a large wound was under the to all who may see fit to entrust ‘heir chil
[From Dr. Jefferson Smith.']
$10, including costs.—Kennebec Journal.
dren to his cate and instruction. In addition
was not entirely extinct,—a single breath,
Having been made acquainted with the
left eye. It appeared that about six rods to*he branches usually taught in our Acadehowever, only was drawn and the spirit of
We regret to learn that about all the subor from the house there must have been a se rnies, he will give lessons, twice a week, in composition of Savage’s Bilious Deobstruent
the unfortunate man left its earthly tenement. dinate officers in the Insane Hospital at Au vere struggle. The snow looked somewhat the Science of Vocal Musick, to those who Pills and having used them on my own per
son and family as well as in my practice for
as if a horse had laid down and rolled there.
Every effort at resuscitation proved unavail- gusta , have been dissatisfied with the Super Seme articles of Mrs. Bean’s dress were found wish it. His Spring term will commence every disease where bilious and deobstruent
intendent, (Mr. Knapp) or he with them ;and
on
Wednesday
the
17th
of
March,
and
will
that they have all determined to leave, or he there, and at three other places between that continue IH weeks. Tuition—$4 per term, medicines were indicated for upwards of two
The body was found about 20 feet from the is determined they shall leave the Institu and the house. Two large clubs were seen with the addition of one dollar to all scholars years I am enabled to say that they are as
road, lying upon the snow, which was much tion. It is even said, that they have made a hear the door, but one of them, on Monday, residing in the Town, who may attend to the safe, mild and useful as any medicine 1 have
ever used, and can recommend them as like
was taken away and probably destroyed.
trodden down for several feet around ;—it written complaint to the Governor and rec She was perhaps killed on the spot where Languages. And one dollar extra will be ly to effect cures in common cases of sick
ommended
the
Superintendent
’
s
removal,
charged
to
those
who
take
lessons
in
Musick.
appeared, also, that the deceased attempted to We know not who is most to blame in this the attack was made upon her, and drag
Board can be had in good families, at the ness, where bilious habits and impurities of
'break off several twigs from a small pine. It matter ; but it is unfortunate for the institu ged by her murderer to the spot where very low price of $1 25 per week, or one the blood exist.
JEFFERSON SMITH, M. D.
is not improbable that, feeling unwell, he en tion. Mutual confidence and harmony are she was found—but it is more probable that, dollar exclusive of washing.
Dover, Sept. 4, 1840.
being stunned and mortally wounded, she
February 25, 1841.
deavored to obtain some boughs to lie upon, indispensable to its success. The Governor endeavored to return to the house, and fell
and Council should look into the matter.
and that being seized with a fit he expired
[From Dr Calvin Cutter.]
and died before reaching it. She was about
Maine Cultivator.
JNOTICE I
Having been made acquainted with the
sixty years of age. Bean has been for many
after hours ofouffering.
-------- ooo-------The Bank Commissioners, in pursuance of years intemperate and abusive ; but, notwith
A Coroner’s Inquest was held by Alexan
JAMES GILE, of Waterborough, in composition of Savage’s Bilious Deobstruent
standing
his
cruelty,
his
wife
cleaved
to
him,
a
requisition
from
the
Governor
and
Council,
consideration of one dollar, paid me by Pilis, and having used them I hereby certify
der Warren, Esq. which, after hearing the
have made an investigation into the affairs of labored hard for his support, and declined the
my minor son, Moses Gile of Waterborthat the articles of which they are composed
evidence produced, returned the following the
Washington County Bank at Calais, and invitations of her children, (some of whom ough, do hereby release and relinquish to are among the safest and most beneficial
verdict—that “ The deceased came to his submitted their report to the Executive. We are respectable and doing well in the world,) him all my right and claim to his services, known and used in medicine and that Sav
.death from some cause to the Jury un understand that the Bank has been engaged to take up her abode, and make her home, until he arrives to the age of twenty-one age’s Pills according to my observation of their
in negotiations with persons in N. York, simi with them. She believed that her duty was years ; and he is at liberty to make any con effects upon diseased persons are safe and
known.”
highly useful for the diseases recommended.
to toil on and suffer with her husband, rather
We understand that the deceased was a lar to those of the Globe, Frankfort, and Citi than to secure a comfortable support for her tract he pleases for his labor or services, and
CALVIN CUTTER, M. D.
to receive the benefit of the same to his own
zens Banks, and made advances of their bills
Dover, Sept. 1, 1840.
husband and a father and has left a family, in on paper to the amount of $30,000. We will self, by forsaking him. She did toil and suf use :—it being understood that I am not to
poor circumstances, to mourn his sudden present the particulars of the case as soon as fer till her sun went down in blood.—Exeter be responsible for any of his contracts.
[From Wm. Burr, Editor Morning Star.]
News Leiter.
the report is published.—Portland Adv.
departure.
Witness my hand and seal, this 21st day of
Dover, Aug. 27, 1840.
March,
1840.
JAMES
GILE.
This certifies that I have used Savage’s
The assault on Capt. Brown, made on
We
understand
by
private
advices
from
Witness,
H
enry
S
mith
.
Cold Weather.—<In this village,»on Wed
Pills, and consider them a very valuable med
board his vessel at Boston, by a man named
Feb. 24, 1841.
icine.
WM. BURR.
nesday morning last, at sunrise, the Ther Augusta, that the Land Agent has decided Varina, our readers doubtless recollect. The
mometer stood at 19 degrees below zero ; on to take off the “ civil posse” from the dis trial of Varina for the offence has just occur
STAGE
NOTICE.
For sale in Kennebunk, by ALEX. AVARputed territory, and to leave an agent of the red—and he has been found guilty. He will
-------- ooo-------Thursday rmorning 8 below.
REN.
State to look after the trespassers—the be sentenced next week. The assault was a
HERE will be a meeting oí the StockFebruary 26, 1841.
ept JI.
most ferocious one ; so much so, that, al
(f/^It is reported that three American Land Agent of Massachusetts agreeing to though it occurred nearly two months ago,
pay half of the expenses of the agent who is
se
PORTLAND
STAGE
COMPANY,
”
whalers,—one of which belonged to Salem
to be kept there. Mr. Hamlin will go to Capt. Brown yet remains a patient in the to be held at Isaac Hilton’s Inn, in Kenne
and the other two to New Bedford,—were Fort Fairfield in a few days, to discharge Hospital—and will be disabled, in some de bunk,
——-ooo------ - —
on Wednesday, the seventeenth day oj
wrecked in Geographer’s Bay, near the S. W. the men that have been kept there by Gov. gree, for life. He has a wife and eight chil March next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
S. Z. ©SBOBM
dren in Rye, who are made destitute by the
Cape of New Holland, some time m July or Fairfield. These men have been doing no calamity that has befallen him. We hope to consider the expediency of again taking
AS received a large supply of GOODS
good to the State, and have been supported the desperado that has produced all this mis measures for carrying the mail under a new
which he will sell cheap for Cash,
August last.
contract
;
also,
the
expediency
ofclosing
the
Merchantable Pitch Pine and Hard
at an expense of probably $50,000 for the ery will be suitably punished.—Argus.
concerns
of
the Company, and dividing the
Matthias Varina, convicted of an assault on stock, or disposing of the same, and any mea WOOD or
PRODUCE,
Fire.—The dwelling house and barn of past year.—Portland Adv.
Captain Brown, with intent to kill, was sen sures in relation to the above, and of making lie has many new articles which cannot fail
Mr. Joseph Foss, jr. of Brighton, Me., with
Mr. Van Buren left the White House on tenced to solitary confinement seven days and any alterations in the By-laws of the Corpora to give satisfaction, and invites his old friends
their contents, were destroyed by fire on Thursday,
and will reside with the Attorney confinement at hard laborseven years ih the tion.
to call and see him. He respectfully requests
the night of the 15th instant. The inmates General, Mr. Gilpin, during the remainder of State Prison.
those having accounts with him, to call as
By order of the Directors,
of the house had barely time to escape in his term of service.
soon as convenient and settle.
NATH’L JEFFERDS, Clerk.
Gen. Harrison left Washington early on
their night clothes. In the barn, nine head
Kennebunk, Feb. 5, 1841.
Kennebunk, Feb. 20, 1841.
of cattle and a hog were burned. Mr. Foss, ' The attempt of the Van Buren presses to Wednesday morning, for Virginia. His des
GROSS Stephens’ Blue Writing Fluid
indentify the Pennsylvania U. S. Bank, which tination is Berkley, on James river, the resi BOSTON ACADEMY’S Collection of Sa*
who is an industrious man, with a large fam- is strictly a State institution,
_
............
—genuine and a very superior article.
cred Music—last ed.
with
the old U. dence of his ancestors, and the place of his
ily, is thrown pennyless on the world by this . g. Bank, which
This dav received.—For sale by
........ is dead -and
Bgone,
, ... ais a fail- nativity, now occupied by his nephew, Ben
For sale by
D. REMICH.
D. REMICH.
Kennebunk, Feb. 8,1841.
jamin Harrison.—Salem Register.
calamity.
I] specimen of the honesty of locofocoism.
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POETRY

coughs, colds,

and all diseases of the Lungs.
- ------- 000-------he vegetable pulmonary bal

JEW DAVID’S OR HE
BRANDRETH’S PILLS. THE RESURRECTION,
OR
BREW PLASTER.
VEGETABLE and Universal tMedicine

A

PERSIAN PIELS.
proved by the experience of thousands to
---------- 000---------be, when properly persevered with, a certain
0^1 n order that this valuable medicine HO HE peculiarities of this Chemical Corncure in every form of the Only One Disease,
sam is believed to be deservedly the most all having the same origin, and invariably arise should not be counterfeited, we have a plate JL pound are owing to its extraordinary
BY MRS. HEMANS.
popular Medicine ever known in America, from
for the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease,' representing a Persian scene, that is struck on effects upon the animal fibre or nerves, lig.
coughs, colds, asthma or phthisic, consumption, namely, IM PURITY or IMPERFECT circula- . each bill, one of which accompanies each box. aments and muscles ; its virtues being, carIf thou hast crushed a flower,
whooping cough, and Pulmonary affections of tion of the BLOOD.
We deem it unnecessary to publish a long list ried by them to the immediate seat of dis
The root may not be blighted,
every kind.
In a period of little more than three years in!' of Certificates, as they will neither add to nor ease, or of pain and weakness.
If thou hast quenched a lamp,
The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsapi has been the United States, they have restored to a state of j
However good any internal remedy may
Once more it may be lighted ;
very extensively used for about twelve years ; health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED ! diminish the virtues of this admirable com be this, as an external application, will prove
But on the harp <>r on the lute,
pound.
and its reputation has been constantly increasing. THOUSAND persons, who were given over as
The string which thou hast broken,
Superior to the Hygean, Brandreth s, Ev a powerful auxiliary in removing the dis
So universally popular has this article become incurable by physicians of the first rank and
ease and facilitating the cure in cases of Lo
Shall never in sweet sound again
that it may now be considered as a standard arti standing, and in many cases when every other ans’, Tomato, the Matchless (priced) Sana
Give to the touch a token !
cle in a large part of the United States and Brit remedy had been resorted to in vain.
tive, or any other Pills or Compound before cal Inflammation, Scrofulous Affections,
King’s Evil, Gout, Inflammatory and Chron
ish Provinces. Many families keep it constantly
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it the public, as certified to by Physicians and
If thou hast loosed a bird,
by them, considering it the most safe as well as be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or others.—Let none condemn them until they ic Rheumatism, and in all cases where seated
Whose voice of song could cheer thee,
certain remedy for the above complaints. The pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu have tried them, and then we are certain pain or weakness exists.
Still,'still he may be won
A gentleman travelling in the South of
Proprietors have received, and are receiving tional or from some immediate cause, whether
From the skies to warble near thee ;
numerous recommendations from many of our it be from internal or external injury, it will be they will not.
Europe and Palestine, in 1830, heard so
It
is
now
a
settled
point
with
all
who
have
But if upon the troubled sea
best Physicians, who make use of it in their prac cured by persevering in the use of these Pills.
Thou hast thrown a gem unheeded,
used the Vegetable PERSIAN PILLS, that much said in the latter place in praise of
tice. The names of a few individuals who have
This great principle of 11 PURGING” in they are pre-eminently the best and most ef Jew David’s Plaster ; and of the (as he con
Hope not that wind or wave shall bring
given their testimony in favor of this article are sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is
sidered) miraculous cures it had performed,
The treasure back when needed I
here subjoined, and for a more full account see found much more convenient to take an occa ficacious FAMILY MEDICINE that has yet that be was induced to try it on bis own
been
used
in
America.
If
every
family
could
the envelooe to the bottle.
If thou hast bruised a vine,
sional dose of halfa dozen Pills, and be always
person, for a Lung and Liver Affection, the
The summer’s breath is healing,
Doct. Amory Hunting. Doct. Samuel Morrill, well, than to send tor a Doctor and be bled, become acquainted with their Sovereign pow removal of which had been the chief object
er
over
disease,
they
would
keep
them
and
“
Timothy
Bay
lies,
And its clusters yet may grow,
“ Truman Abell,
blistered, and salivated—with the certainty that
of his journey, but which had resisted the
“ Jere. Ellsworth,
Through the leaves their bloom revealing
“ Thomas Brown,
if you are not killed, you will be sure to have be prepared with a sure REMEDY to apply genial influence of that balmy and delicious
“ Albert Guild.
But if thou hast a cup o’erthrowrj
on
the
first
appearance
of
disease,
and
then
“ William Perry,
months of miserable weakness, and the only one
climate.
With a bright draft filled—oh ! never
AN INTERESTING CASE.
who is benefitted is your Doctor.
Look at the how much distress would be avoided and
He accordingly applied a plaster on the
Shall earth give back that lavished wealth
difference
between
the
appearance
of
those
two
1 money saved, as well as the lives of thousands
Extract of a letter from Mr. C. S. Clay, Kingston, (
To cool thy parched lip’s fever !
Ulster County, N. Y., to the proprietors : ] persons—one has been treated by your regular who are hurried out of time by neglecting right side of the chest, where the pain was
Yours of the 9th inst. was duly received. A practitioner
(
—see how pale and debilitated he1 disease in its first stages, or by not being in sealed, another between the shoulders, and
The heart is like that cup,
In the
remarkable core was effected by the Vegetable is,
j see how the shadow of death throws his! possession of a remedy which they can place one over the region of the liver.
If thou waste the love it bore thee,
mean time, he drank freely of an herb tea
Pulmonary Balsam, in the Winter and Spring of <solitary glance from his emaciated countenance,
’
dependence
upon.
And like that jewel gone,
1835. The person, Mr. Moody, had been sick a see
,
how he trembles in every limb ; his eyes
(T^A11 who wish to guard against sickness, i of laxative qualities. He soon found his
Which the deep will not restore thee ;
long time with the consumption. His physician sunk
,
; his teeth destroyed—his constitution,
improving : and in a few weeks his
And like that string of harp or lute
’
should
use the PERSIAN PILLS freely, health
1
had"’given him up. He was reduced so low as to perhaps,
,
irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how
cough
left him, the sallowness of hisskin dis
Whence the sweet sound is scattered ;
s
when
needed
;
no
injury
can
ensue,
if
used
’
be unable to help himself, and was raising a the
|
Doctor arrogates to himself credit.
He
appeared, his pain was removed, and his
Gently, oh ! gently touch the chords
large quantity of blood, when he commenced says,
,
“ most inveterate case of Liver com■ from youth to old age, when taken according ’health became perfectly reinstated.
Too soon forever shattered !
using the Balsam, which effected a complete cure plaint
,
”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme■ to the directions.
Since that time he has been recommend
Oy Call for the bill that accompanies each
and he is now as hale and hearty as ev^r he was dies
(
saved him.”
Energetic measures! i. e.
ing it to his friends and acquaintances,. for
R. S E A R S’ U ÑI VERSA L S A N G UI - Mr. Moody has removed from this town, hut he Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution,’ box in all cases.«¿j)
NARIAN or BLOOD ROOT PILLS. has promised me a more detailed account of his better say.—So to save life you must half poison
The Resurrection, or T^er~ all fixed pains whatever ; such as Rheuma
with that comforter of the teeth and gums— sian Pills.—These pills raise from the great tism, Gout, Head-ache, Nervous Tooth-ache,
The proprietor feels the fullest confidencecase,
in which 1 will forward you. C. 8. CLAY
Kingston, N. Y. June 25, 1838.
MERCURV —and positively make a man mis est weakness, distress and suffering, to a state Pain in the side, hip, back and limbs, in eve
the superior virtue of these Pills. Still they
ry case of which it has proved an effectual
erable tha sad remainder of his existence; this is
Argyle, Nova Scotia
are presented to the public on their own mer
of strength, health and happiness. The cure. He has likewise witnessed the happy
In the winter of 1837 and 1838, 1 was seized called curing. Shocking folly !
its alone, and his only wish is to have their
name
of
these
pills
originated
irom
the
cir

Let us now look at your “purged” man—the
effects of its softening and healing qualities
claim subjected to the severe but satisfactory with a violent cough which continued two or man
who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver cumstance of the medicine being found only in numberless cases of Scrofulous Humors,
three months My cough was so severe that I
test of intelligent experience.
in
the
cemetries
of
Persia.
This
vegetable
Complaint
—
he
has
the
firm,
elastic
tread
of
was obliged to sit up in bed two or three hours
Knots, Wens, While Swelling, Hard Tu
A gentleman stopping at the Astor House during
the night, and 1 was much reduced in conscious strength, his countenance is cioar production being of a peculiar kind, led to mours, Stiff Joints, Ague Cakes, Ague in the
N. Y., writes thus :
and
serene,
his
eye
is
full
and
sparkling
with
experiments as to its medical qualities and Breast, and the like, to the united satisfaction
flesh and strength and my appetite gone. One
New York, April 9th, 1839.
of my neighbors had a bottle of the Vegetable the feeling of new life and animation ; he has virtues. In hall a century it became an es of himself and others.
been
confined
a
few
days
to
his
bed,
but
he
us

To Dr. J. B. Sears—Dear sir,—Having by Pulmonary” Balsam, which he would not sell
tablished medicine for the diseases of that
It has likewise been very beneficial in cathe use of three boxes of your U. Sanguina- He however loaned it to me till I could procure ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and country. The extract of this singular pro• ses of weakness, such as Weakness and Pain
soon
rose
without
any
injury
being
sustained
him
another.
I
experienced
immediate
relief
rian or Blood Root Pills, been entirely cured
duction
was
introduced
into
some
parts
of
in the Stomach, Weak Limbs, Lameness, Af
his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in
of a complication of bilious complaints with from it. The first opportunity 1 had I procured by
Europe in the year 1783, and used by many fections of the Spine, Female Weaknesses,
more of it, and to the use of it I ascribe the pres a weak state he will be stronger, after he has
which 1 had been afflicted for between two ervation
celebrated
physicians
in
curing
certain
dis

entirely recovered the attack
because his
&c. No female subject to pain or weakness
of my life.
JAMES W. LENOX.
and three years, it is with feelings of heart
blood and fluids have become purified,- and hav eases, where all other medicines had been us in the back or side, should be without it.
Dec. 17, 1838.
felt gratitude that Í now address you to ac
Early in the year 1792, the Married ladies, in delicate situations, find
ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the ed in vain.
quaint you of the fact. 1 had consulted sev
COUNTERFEITS.
BEWARE OF IMPOSITION !
¡sofids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne extract was combined with a certain vegeta’ great relief from constantly wearing this
eral eminent physicians, taken plentifully of Each genuine bottle is enclosed in a blue down by useless particles, but has renewed his ble medicine imported from Dura Baca, inL plaster.
Brandreth’s, Lee’s, and many other pills, but wrapper, on which is a label, signed by Sampson life and body both.
the East Indies, and formed into pills. The
It has lately been discovered that the Jew
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s admirable effect of this compound upon the'
all tono purpose ; in fact I continually grew Reed. NONE OTHER CAN BE GENU
Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de human system, led physicians and families' David's or Hebrew Plaster is a sure remedy
more feeble and emaciated — my usual weight INE.
I for Corns as the following certificate will
when in health was 175 lbs. and I was reduc
O=The outside Yellow Label will have, on cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and into its general use. Their long established
—more can be seen by calling upon our
ed to 115. I had no appetite, and the lit and after December 1839, in addition to that of’ corrupt humors of the blood ; those humors character, their universal and healing virtues,’ show
agents in the Villages.
which cause disease—they impede the func
Sampson
Reed,
the
signature
of
W
m
.
J
ohn
C
ut

tle food I did eat was poorly digested. I was
CERTIFICATE.
tions of the liver when they settle upon that the detergent and cleansing qualities of their
at last confined to my room and most of the ler, one of his partners.
East Bloomfield, Feb. 18,1840
organ, and which, when they settle upon the specifical action upon lhe glandular part of
The
great
celebrity
of
the
Vegetable
Pulmo

time to my bed. While in this appalling
Messrs Comstock & Co.—I feel myself under
muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the the system, are such as will sustain their rep
nary
Balsam
has
been
the
cause
for
attempts
to
condition a friend inquired if I had tried your introduce spurious articles, which by partially nerves, produce gout; or, upon the lungs, pro utation and general use in lhe American Re great obligation to you or your Jew David’s
B. R. Pills, being answered in the negative assuming the name of the genuine, are calcula duce consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos public.
Plaster. I have been troubled with corns on
my toes for seventeen years, and tried almost
he recommended them to me, having him ted to mislead and deceive the public. Among tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
every thing that was recommended, but could
self been restored by their use from a some these mixtures are the “ American Pulmonary sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
HTTO MOTHERS.XO
find nothing that did any good, till I tried the
what similar, though less aggravated compli Balsam,” “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsamic Syr■ of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
Jlfessrs. E. Chase & Co.
Gents.—Hearing Hebrew Plaster. 1 pared the corns and applied
cation of diseases. I immediately sent to up,” “ Pulmonary Balsam,” “ Carter’s Com■ all who behold them.
much said about the extraordinary effects of the the Plaster, after having it on about twenty-four
Yes, purging these humors from the body is Resurrection or Persian Pills upon those about
your central office, procured a box, and be pound Pulmonary Balsam,” and others. Pur
hours the Plaster came off, and the corns pealed
ing partially relieved by their use, purchased chasers should enquire for the true article by its! the true cure for all these complaints, and eve- to become Mothers, we were induced to make a oft'amj
left a hollow place, and are entirely well,
other form of disease ; this is no mere asser- trial oi them. My wife was at that time lhe
two boxes more ; and now, although scarce whole name—THE VEGETABLE PULMO•; ry
it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it mother of five children, and had suffered the and as smooth as they ever were.
ly two weeks has elapsed since I commenced NARY BALSAM, and see that it has the marks tion,
Yours Respectfully,
is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming most tedious and excrutiating pains during and
signatures of the genuine.
taking them, by the blessing of Providence I andEach
WONTON JOSLIN.
bottle and seal is stamped “Vegetable) known, and more and more appreciated.
after her confinement of each. She had tried
have entirely recovered my former health Pulmonary
N. B. I would advise all those afflicted with
The cure by purging may more depend up- every means and taken much medicine, but
Balsam.”
and am fast gaining strength and flesh. 1
corns, to make trial of the Hebrew Plaster.
[LFOne more Counterfeit, besides the) on the laws which produce sweetness or purity
little or no relief—She commenced taking
E. W. CAPRON & CO.
shall call to-morrow for two or three dozen “ American Pulmonary Balsam,” and others5 than may be generally imagined. Whatever found
the Persian Pills about three months before her
Rochester, N. Y.
boxes which 1 intend to take to my residence above alluded to !—An attempt has been made to tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because confinement, (her health being very poor about
Agents for Vermont and N. Hampshire.
in S. Carolina next week, by which time 1 deceive the public by a spurious mixture called it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity this length of time previous) and soon after was
think I can safely venture to travel.
“ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam,” sometimes of constant exercise is seen.
enabled by their use to attend to the cares of a For sale, also, by the following sub-Agents :
When cs-nstant exercise cannot be u^d 'Tficjther to her family until her confinement. Al
Kennebunk, Alexander Warren ; Kenne
signed Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampson
Yours truly,
JAS. S. HUBBELL.
Lee—said to be prepared by an unprincipled FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional” use of the time she commenced taking the Persian bunk port, Oliver Bourn ; If ells, Seth Hatch;
O
pening
M
edicine
is
ABSOLUTELY
required.
R. WILLIAM MOUNTAIN’S Celebrat man in Bangor, Me. The name is written in Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain Pills, and for several weeks previous, she was af North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
way to resemble the genuine signature, and is
flicted with a dry, hard cough, and frequent se
ed Rheumatic and Strengthening Plas aa most
foul attempt to deceive the public and of life, are kept free from those impurities vere cramps, which the use of the Pills entirely
compound
 the
ter.—These plasters have been used through
avoid
punishment that awaits actual forgery. which would prevent its steady current minis removed before using half a box. It is with
---------- 000---------out the greatest part ot Europe and have been
For sale by REED, WING &• CUTLER, tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre great confidence that we advise all those about
M. B. TRUFANT would say to the
found to be far more efficacious than any (late Low & Reed) wholesale dealers in Drugs, vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na to become mothers, to make use of the Persian
public, that the increased demand for
other plaster ever offered to the public for the Medicines, Paints and Dye Stuffs, No. 54 Chat ture which is thus assisted through the means Pills. All those that have taken them in our
the above article, from abroad as well as
following complaints, viz : Pain in the side, ham Street, Boston, and by Druggists and coun and outlets which she has provided for herself.
neighborhood have got along in the same easy
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York manner, and are about house in a few days. home, warrants him to believe it to be as rec
lame back, weak stomach, weak joints, Rheu try merchants generally in New England, and in
when faithfully applied, as the
the principal places throughout the United States are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276 There does not appear to be half the danger of ommended,
matism, &c. &c.
'
Bowery, between Prince and Houston sts.
will show :
and British Provinces. Price 50 cents.
Price 25 cents each.
other difficulties setting in after confinement following
I
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
For sale by
where these Pills are taken.—We unitedly say,
THIS Medicine is the most safe and effec
N. B. These plasters come to hand neatly
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
DANIEL REMICH.
let none neglect taking them, for they are in the tual remedy ever yet discovered. The sub
spread and need only be applied to the part
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
reach
of
the
poor
as
well
as
the
rich.
We
are
,
September
4,
1840.
scriber has been Agent for lhe sale oftheaaffected.
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
truly thankful that there is a remedy which fe bove medicine for a few months, and during
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
males
can
easily
procure
which
bids
to
lessen
the
qpHE
HUMAN
HAIR.
—
Where
the
hair
Dr. SEARS’ Pulmonary Cough Drops, or
that time has seen persons affected with lhe
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
world of suffering, which many of them have to
Grand Health Restorative', is unquestionably JL is observed to be growing thin, nothing
Salt Rheum in every degree, from a very
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
bear,
and
perhaps
save
the
lives
of
thousands
be more preposterous than the use of oils,
the best medicine ever offered to lhe public can
'
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
slight touch on the hand to lhe covering of
which
otherwise
would
be
lost.
or any fatty matter. Their applica New Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
for the ctye of the following complaints, (as grease,
,
the whole body, completely cured by the aRochester, May 14th, 1838 ; corner of Caledo
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
it seldom fails if seasonably administered,) tion can only be recommended through the
bove medicine ; and would recommend it
nia
square,
Edinburgh
street.
For
further
par

viz : Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Asthma, grossest ignorance, as they hasten the fall of Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
with the utmost confidence, to all affected in
ticulars, see subscribers.
S. ROBERTS,
PzVZs
How
to
be
secure
from
Counterfeit
the
hair,
by
increasing
the
relaxation
of
the
Influenza, Whooping Cough, spitting of
any degree with the above complaint. Anil
A. O. ROBERTS.
purporting
to
be
Brandreth
’
s
Pills.
skin.
When
there
is
a
harsh,
dry
or
con■
Blood, Croup, Hives, Palpitation of the Heart,
resort has been had to this in cases of obstin
Never purchase without being positively sure
Certificates can be procured by calling up
and all other affections of the Lungs arising traded skin, and where the small blood ves that
the person selling has an Engraved cer on the agents in the villages, who have a large ate humors of years standing with entire
sels
which
Carry
nourishment
to
the
bulb
are
success.
SAMUEL ADAMS.
from colds.
tificate of Agency, and O’observe it has been
N. B. Suitable directions accompany each obstructed, then the oils, &c., may be good, renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee bill containing a treatise on most diseases,
Hallowell, Feb. 20, 1839.
their
causes
and
remedy,
to
distribute
gratui

Bottle, signed by the proprietor, together as they tend to relax the skin ; but alone, they after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the
tously.
E. W. CAPRON & Co.,
are of no avail. There must be a stimulus, holder are genuine.
with Certificates of cures, &c.
The subscriber having been Agent for the
Agents for Vt. and New-Hampshire,
to rouse the vessels from their torpor, and
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
sale of the above named medicine for several
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Blaisdell quicken the current of the blood.—Extract
to
whom
all
orders
must
be
addressed
(post
by Mr. John O. Langlev, my only Travelling
months, and having known of several cures
& Thurston, East-Thomaston, Me. by whom from Clirehughs Treatise on the hair.
my paid) Rochester, N.Y.
Agent in Maine—or by ordering from
performed by using it, can safely recommend
orders for the Medicine will be faithfully at
For sale by the following Agents :
The Balm of Columbia is the only prepara Principal New England Office,
it to those afflicted with Salt Rheum.
tended to. For sale, also, by the following tion that can have that effect, being entirely
Kennebunk, Alexander Warren.
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
J. E. LADD.
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Agents :—Kennebunk, Daniel Remich, Alex
ander Warren and Samuel Jordan ; Wells,
Barak Maxwell, Erastus Littlefield and Geo.
E. Baker ; York, J. Brooks and George M.
Freeman.
August 21,1840.
ep1y

.

at

SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
( free from any oily substance. Its positive
Wells, Seth Hatch.
Price—One Dollar, with full directions.
JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
qualities are as follows :
For sale by
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
1st—For infants, keeping the head free
August 6, 1840.
D. REMICH, Kennebunk.
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck
from scurf, and causing a luxuriant growth
NATURES GRAND BE-i May, 1840.A. LUQUES, Kennebunk-port.
and Seleucus Adams ;
of hair.
ly>
2d—For ladies after child-birth, restoring
Lyman, William Huntress;
STORATIVE.
the
skin
to
its
natural
strength
and
firmness,
Alfred,
B.
F.Chadbourne
;
---------000
---------»RUGS & MEDICINES.
(^MOFFAT’S LIFE MEDICINES—
HIS Valuable Vegetable Medicine stands
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery ;
------ 0-0-0------The efficacy of Moffat’s Life Pills and Phe and preventing the falling out of the hair.
unrivalled for the following complaints,
3d—For any person recovering from any
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
UST received, at the MONUMENT
nix Bitters having been tested by thousands
viz :-Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Diseased Liv SHOP, a fresh supply of
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
yearly, for several years, and having estab debility the same effect is produced.
er, Bilious Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Cos
4th—If used in infancy till a good growth
Berwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
lished beyond further cavil their infinite su
DRUGS & MEDICINES.
tiveness, Worms and loss of Appetite, and by
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
periority over all other specifics for human is started, it may be preserved by attention to
I
have
neither Rum, Gin or Brandy, to sell
cleansing
the
stomach
and
bowels,
cures
the
latest
period
of
life.
Wells,
Joseph
Wilson
;
maladies, as the published testimony of hun
5th—It frees the head from dandruff,
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H. pains in the Side, Stomach and Breast, Colds for a Medicine, and never keep it for any othdreds of grateful citizens has shown, Mr.
SAMUEL JORDAN.
and Coughs of long standing, Hoarseness, eruse.
Moffat respectfully suggests to the considera strengthens the roots, imparts health and vig Spear ;
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free- shortness of breath, Nervous complaints, &c.
Kennebunk, Jan. 30, 1841.
tion of invalids suffering from whatsoever our to the circulation, and prevents the hair
Its virtues surpass any thing heretofore known
man ;
malady they may, whether it is better to con from changing colour or getting gray.
NOTICE
6th—It causes the hair to curl beautifully
in removing St. Vitus’ Dance; two bottles
York, Alexander Dennett ;
tinue to suffer the pangs and tortures of dis
when
done
up
in
it
over
night.
have
been
known
to
cure
this
afflicting
dis

York
Corner,
Samuel
Douglass
;
ease, or by applying the remedy furnished in
KEG,— marked White Lead,—was left
Qjr’No ladies’toilet should ever be made
ease after having baffled every exertion for
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
his LIFE MEDICINES, obtain a restoration
at the Store of the subscribers, during
four years.—It has a most powerful influence,
Buxton Corner, Nathan Eiden ;
to health, comfort and enjoyment ?
He without it.
the past Fall, and the owner is requested la
7th—Children who have by any means con
in removing nervous complaints. It is pleas
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
thinks there can be but one answer to this
WM. LORD & Co.
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer, ant to take, and so easy in its operation that take it away.
question—and that answer an immediate ap tracted vermin in the head, are immediately
Kennebunk,
Jan.
30,
1841.
and
perfectly
cured
of
them
by
its
use.
It
is
it
may
be
administered
to
the
infant
with
P.
M.
;
West
do.
J.
&
S.
C.
Adams;
plication of the SOVEREIGN ANTI
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo safety.
DOTES to be obtained at his principal of infallible.
(¿f^THE LATE MAYOR of Philadel J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
AGENT FOR YORK COUNTY,
fice, 375 Broadway, or at any of his numer
---------- 000---------phia has certified under seal of the city to
DANIEL REMICH.
Cornish, John McLellan ;
ous agencies.
HEREAS my wife, HANNAH AV
Limington, James McArthur;
(j^’These valuable Medicines are lor sale, the character of several divines, physicians,
Who
will
supply
the
article,
to
dealers,
at
ERILL
has this day left
and gentlemen of high standing who declare
Waterborough, James Leavett ;
by DANIEL REMICH, Kennebunk.
the lowest wholesale prices.
my bed and board, without any sufficient
positively under their own hands (all of
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
August 6,1840.
provocation, I hereby forbid all persons har
which may be seen at the Office) that the balm
Buxton, T. Bolles ;
NOTICE
boring or trusting her, or either of my chil
of
Columbia
is
not
only
a
certain
preserv

Shapleigh,
M.
Goodwin
;
School Books, Stationery, ative, but positively a restorative of the human
dren, on my account, as I shall pay no debts
Acton,
Wm.
Evans.
HE subscriber having contracted with of.....
________
____ of her or
&c. #c. &c.
any
name or______
nature___
whatsoever
hair ; also, a cure for Dandruff. Who shall
B. BRANDRETH, M. D.
-000---------the town of Wells for the support of their contracting after this date,
241 Broadway, N. Y’.
dispute,
or
who
go
bald
?
WHOLESALE % RETAIL.
GEO.
the poor of said town, for one year commenj ’ WILSON.
BEWARE 1 !—Some counterfeiters have
May, 1839.
---------- 000---------cing in September last, and having made am
Kennebunk-port, Feb. 5,1841.
attempted to imitate this article. Let it never
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